
NEW MODELS FOR DECEMBER 2009
TRACTORS & WHEEL LOADERS
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Mighty powerhouses for use in
agriculture as well as on the
construction site - WIKING’s

new models for December have brought
its range of vehicles right up-to-date.
They include the Volvo L350F wheel
loader as well as the new 1:87 model of
the Fendt Favorit 936 Vario tractor from
Marktoberdorf. Within these establis-
hed series of specialist vehicles,
WIKING has created components with
an optimum level of detailing which
mimic the original vehicles effortlessly
and show why collectors find the

models so fascinating. Another newco-
mer joining the range in 1:87 is the VW
Porsche 914 in the livery of the North
Rhine-Westphalia motorway police
while the new VW Passat in 1:160 cele-
brates the 40th anniversary of this scale
at WIKING. Besides these, WIKING
proudly presents the new tractor duo in
1:32 which display an outstanding

degree of precision. The model-makers
have created two new additions to the
range of tractors within the successful
die-cast series: the Fendt Favorit 828
Vario and the DEUTZ-FAHR Agrotron
TTV 630. These large models have real
character and are the highlights of the
range. They are totally handmade and
consist of a combination of filigree pla-
stic and zinc die-cast components.
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0921 01 22 VW Passat N-gauge 1:160

0773 07 00  Fendt 828 Vario0773 06 00  DEUTZ-FAHR Agrotron TTV 630

0864 15 31 VW Porsche 914 police car 

0652 01 46 Volvo L350F wheel loader 0361 01 32 Fendt 936 Vario

*



MODEL UPGRADES FOR DECEMBER 2009 
INCLUDING BEAUTIFUL CLASSIC VEHICLES

Numerous veritable
classics are making
a reappearance -

WIKING’s history of
vehicles brings such great
surprises! The traditional
model-makers’ model upg-
rades for December have breathed new
life into historic moulds to create the
Porsche 911 Coupé and the Büssing
Senator forward drive bus in the colours
of BOGESTRA. We are also reunited
with the Volvo 264. The Swedish salo-
on once enjoyed huge popularity and

exclusivity. The traditional model-
makers have also produced a model of
the VW T1 transporter in the livery of
the “Neue Westfälische” - today the red
and white Bulli is back promoting the
Bielefeld daily newspaper. Besides
creating the Goli 3-wheeler, WIKING

has added to the limited edition
sets commemorating the years
of the economic miracle by
focusing on the forest industry.
Popular models like the DKW
Munga, the International Harve-
ster Loadstar and the Mercedes-
Benz Pullman coach in attrac-

tive liveries also join the range.
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0264 05 30 Volvo 264

0841 07 25 Goli 3-wheeler

0160 02 29 Porsche 911 Coupé

0721 01 35 Büssing Senator bus 0797 06 36 VW T1

0849 08 46 Büssing BS 16 platform semi-trailer

0990 67 53 The Years of the Economic Miracle VII - “Forestry” set


